DANGERS OF HOMOSEXUALITY
Various Contributors
Will Young was born in January 1970. He is described as a pop star and an actor.
Several years ago, he admitted that he was homosexual.
In Strictly Come Dancing 2016, he left the show after a few weeks for various reasons.
He did not get on with his female professional partner not liking the authority of any woman.
He was suffering from stress.
He had an alcohol addiction.
He was addicted to pornography.
He was obviously unwell.
Lest we be criticised for highlighting a pop star, in the world of 'classical' music there are
homosexuals with extreme life styles. The French composer, Maurice Ravel, was an extreme gay
and an atheist as many homosexuals are. He often wore women's clothing, had affairs with Spanish
men, collected pornography and had a sordid affair with the Spanish composer, Manuel de Falla.
One could come to the conclusion what many people will say, Ravel had mental problems and was
probably mentally ill.
Tchaikovsky was gay and tried marriage which was disastrous. A lot of his music is decidedly
effeminate many have said. He suffered from severe depression particularly on the death of his
mother and on the death of the composer, Nikolai Rubinstein. Depression can also be caused by
homosexuality , as well ther causes, which caused Tchaikovsky severe physiological trauma. He
was often an emotional wreck and mentally unwell it would appear.
Before we proceed, there is the matter of suicide among gay people which is alarming. They are
three times more likely than heterosexuals to commit suicide ; the risk factor is 14 times more than
heterosexuals. Gay young people attempting suicide actually wanted to die. Up to 45% of
transgender people wanted to die. Lesbian women are more likely to commit suicide.
Suicide can also be caused by mental disorders, depression, bipolar disorders, schizophrenia,
personality disorders, substance abuse, financial problems, relationships and bullying.
A lot of men prefer male company even when sex is not involved. I know a gay man who has had a
male lodger for over 25 years and this lodger , who is not gay, often walks around nude in front of
this gay man.
The X Factor is said to be a talent show for pop singers. Ryland Clark came to some prominence in
this show and you have only to look at him to see that he is gay. On one show in 2016, there was
discussion about doors and Simon Cowell said of Clark, I thought you liked back doors, a crude
gay joke. Clark has married Dan Neal and sometimes calls himself Ryland Clark-Neal.
Some gay people are referred to as being camp. Their manner shows an effeminate style.

Judge Robert Rinder has a successful television show yet he is not a judge but a barrister. He is gay
and married to a man called Seth Cummings. He was also a contestant on Strictly Come Dancing
and is very fit but his facial expressions when dancing were camp, exaggerated and off putting.
He may explain that his silly faces are down to his enjoyment of the dances but the professionals
enjoy their dancing without silly faces. The other contestants do not display silly faces. Rinder has
said that when he watches his performances back , he cringes at his facial expressions.
On the other hand, I have friends who are gay but remain masculine and act in a normal way and
many are very kind people with admirable compassion.
Some left wing politicians are often anti-semitic and strongly pro Arab and the point to make here
is that Arabs and other Muslims hate homosexuals and murder them. Pictures in support of this
cruelty are available on the internet. Some are hanged and some crucified , others are thrown to
their death. It does not mean that politicans approve of such murders.
Elton John was born in Pinner in 1947 and has become a very successful musician in his own way.
He started a campaign about AIDS which has also become very successful. He has received a
knighthood possibly due to his devotion to Princess Diana.
In the 1960s, he became engaged to Linda Woodrow but married Renate Bluael in 1964 which
some have opined was to hide his homosexuality.
In 1993, he began his relationship with David Furnish and they were married in 2014. In a
television interview of 30 minutes , Elton John used the f word over 45 times. He accused Jesus
Christ of being both gay and a sexual deviant and Elton John wants to ban all religion. Christians
and other religions and normal decent people were outraged at what he said.
Why are so many gay people hostile to Christianity and religion in general and are atheists ? They
state that the Bible condemns gays , and it does, and that God, whom they do not believe in,
dislikes gays. They complain that many Christians and the church condemn gays. As we shall see,
gays spread the HIV/AIDS which has resulted in millions of deaths and this fact produces hate.
However, some churches today accept homosexuality.
Many believe the Bible disapproves of homosexuals who are defined in some translations as male
prostitutes It is argued that gay marriage and settling with one partner is preferable to prostitution
and sleeping around picking up other gays.
There are many celebrities who are gay and died of AIDS such as Freddie Mercury in 1991, the
actor Anthony Perkins in 1992, Rock Hudson in 1985, Robert Reed in 1992, Denham Elliot in
1992, Liberace in 1987 and Stephen Stucker in 1986.
Most of these deaths could have been avoided if these people were not gay.
Up to 2009, there were 30 million deaths due to AIDS and 4 millions children died. That is
epidemic proportions and many deaths were avoidable.
There appears to be homosexuality among some animals such as rams and exotic birds.
But to return to human beings.

The American TV chat host Ellen DeGeneres, who is now 58, 'came out' as a lesbian in 1997 to the
dismay of her fans. In 2004, she began a relationship with the attractive actress Portia de Rossi to
the dismay of thousands of men who adored her.
Why are so many male dancers homosexual ? It is wrong to assert that they all are gay.
There has been a lot of violence and other crimes against gays. This is totally unacceptable and
while we are not making excuses there are many people who find gay sex acts repugnant and
nauseating. The Bible condemns it and many accept that this is for health and hygiene reasons
which reasons are commendable.
The anus was not made for sexual intercourse and for a man to insert his penis into another man's
anus and thrust in it is often considered abhorrent, unnatural and can and does lead to the fatal
condition of AIDS which has already exceeded epidemic proportions. Some have crudely said that
anus intercourse is pushing someone's excrement uphill.
When it comes to sex , desire and passion overcomes all else. Intercourse takes priority.
Some parents are worried about their children having sex for fear of getting AIDS.
Homosexuality is still illegal in 76 countries in the world. It is difficult to say how many countries
there are in the world but we can say that in the United Nations there are 193 countries and 40%
outlaw homosexuality.
I never liked the music of Benjamin Britten but when I found out about his lifestyle and sexual
abuse of boys I hated him. His work Our Hunting Fathers is said to be about man's relationship with
animals but it is about bestiality. He was a coward and fled to the USA with his boy friend Peter
Pears to prevent being called up for active service in World War II. He would, and did, dump
friends if they disagreed with him. His sexual perversions with children, mainly teenage boys , was
criminal. He would swim with them all being naked and sleep with them as well. He was a pervert
and a pedophile. A pedophile is someone who has an insatiable attraction to children for sexual
purposes.
Elgar was bisexual. as was Chopin.
What do some homosexuals do? The list below gives details but does not mean that all gays do
these things:
Anal sex
Oral sex
Urine sex
Fisting sex
Use of sex toys
Enemas
Torture sex
Public sex and orgies

Sex with mirrors
Sex in public places such as public conveniences and in the open air
Eating faeces
Swallowing semen
Personal masturbation
In addition to AIDS , 10% of gays contract hepatitis B and 7% hepatitis A. Many gays of both sexes
admit to excessive masturbation.
I cannot understand why any person would perform extreme acts.
It cannot be said that what gays do is exclusively their business and no one elses. They spread
disease and killed innocent people. There are many cases where infected semen from a homosexual
discharged in a swimming pool has stuck to an innocent person and caused illness.
There are some who believe that HIV was produced in laboratories to cull the population but why
target only homosexuals ?
What lesbians do is not so clearly defined. Many use strap on male genitalia and they suck and kiss
their partner in their private parts and use their fists to stimulate genitalia.
What we have discovered is that homosexuality has caused epidemics of HIV/AIDS and other
diseases which has caused millions of deaths including innocent children.
Some say that it is up to each man to do what he likes but that does not include spreading a
potentiall life-threatening disease.
Homosexuality is dangerous.
It is unhygienic.
It can lead to bestiality, pedophilia and other unnatural acts.
There is a high percentage of suicides among gays.
Homosexuality can and often does lead to porn addiction. drug addiction and alcohol addiction .It
generates mental conditions and is often considered to be a mental condition in itself.
We can understand to some extent the repugnance shown to homosexuals and some of their acts but
do not approve of the violence meted out to them.
Many assert that they are born gay and so it is not their fault. There is no medical evidence to prove
that beyond doubt but there is much speculation. There are web sites claiming that people are born
gay. Some statements are over powering and reeks at guilt in being gay as some homosexuals have
admitted. Others claim that HIV/AIDs came out of a laboratory to cull the population but why is it
targeted almost exclusively to homosexuals? It is claimed that being gay is a matter of genetics but
that is cannot be proved. A woman can have twins from the same conception and when the twins
grow up, one is heterosexual and the other becomes gay. How do we explain that ? Men who claim

that they were born gay, marry a wife and have children. What about the men who recover from
being gay and become clean as the expression says.
Are people born gay ?
Opinion is divided. Many have written, I am gay but I was not born that way.
It is also asserted by many in the medical profession that if people are born gay it is due to some
deficiency in the brain and is a mental condition. If this is so, gays cannot help it.
About 60% of people in the West today seem to support gays.
A majority of gay men have said that they are ashamed and embarrassed about being gay and have
sought to hide it. There are clinics to assist gays to abandon homosexuality which has proved
successful in a lot of cases and adds weight to the argument that being gay is a matter of personal
choice.
Many gays will not go in for treatment because they do not want to admit the shame of being gay.
Again it is a matter of choice. Some people choose to be gay and remain gay. In the last analysis it
is up to each individual to determine their sexuality but those who object to homosexuals must not
be ridiculed or condemned , no more than religious and moral beliefs be hated.
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